Book reviews
Diabetes Mellitus, Clinical and Metabolic W P U Jackson & A I Vinik. pp 265 R13.50 Cape Town: Juta & Co 1977 This 'shorter textbook' on diabetes mellitus comes from well-known diabetic physicians and reflects their extensive experience. In a short space they have packed their volume with the established facts and current controversies about diabetes. It contains many useful practical points on management, including a very detailed and useful guide on the treatment of diabetic ketoacidosis.
It is, however, the authors' very thoroughness which is the main weakness of this book and, in their concern for completeness, clarity is sometimes lost, as in the definition of diabetes itself. Some unimportant details receive the same attention as points of fundamental importance and they describe some rather dubious associations with diabetes, such as retrobulbar neuritis, athlete's foot, shin spots and carotenaemia.
There is a reading list which adds to the usefulness of this book, which is of more value to postgraduates than to undergraduates, for whom it is too detailed.
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per cell per annum the body must accumulate nearly 10 1 2 abnormal cells during a lifetime of clinical health. A more satisfactory definition of disease is that it is a cellular abnormality which can propagate sufficiently to have a practical influence on the patient during his lifetime. This is most inelegant since it is retrospective. but until we have sufficient knowledge of cellular pathology to make generalizations about those processes which affect propagation, it may be the best that we can do. Among the interesting observations is a description of the immunization of nursing mothers by feeding live, harmless E. coli. Specific antibody and lymphocytes which secrete antibody are found in the breast milk within a few days. This is an important defence system and mothers in Pakistan have a much higher incidence of antibody to enterotoxin than Swedish mothers. Antibodies to food proteins are also found and may hinder absorption of these proteins.
Studies show that experimental gingivitis caused by failure to brush the teeth gives rise to increased immune responses to mouth organisms and supports the view that periodontal disease is due to cell-mediated immune responses to mouth organisms.
The use of anti-IgE serum in the rat shows that IgE plasma cells occur in the mesenteric lymph node and not in the intestinal mucosa or Peyer's patches in worm infestations. However, mast cells,
